## Faculty Contact Details

### Business, Economics & Law

- Bachelor of Business and Certificate in Business Studies: business@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Laws & Postgraduate Law: law@aut.ac.nz
- MBA and Professional Masters Programmes: mbaandpm@aut.ac.nz
- Business Postgraduate Research Programmes: business.postgraduate@aut.ac.nz

### Culture & Society

- Hospitality, Tourism and Events: csoc.general@aut.ac.nz
- Language and Culture: csoc.general@aut.ac.nz
- Education: csoc.general@aut.ac.nz
- Social Sciences and Public Policy: csoc.general@aut.ac.nz

### Design & Creative Technologies

- Art and Design: artdesign@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Creative Technologies: bct@aut.ac.nz
- Certificate in Science and Technology: certst@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Computer and Information Sciences: cmsundergrad@aut.ac.nz
- Postgraduate – Computer and Mathematical Sciences: cmspg@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Engineering (Technology/Honours): engineer@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Communication Studies: bcs@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Architecture and Future Environments: archaut@aut.ac.nz
- Bachelor of Construction: bcon@aut.ac.nz
- Postgraduate - Engineering, Communication Studies, Creative Technologies and Architecture: dctpgrad@aut.ac.nz

### Health & Environmental Sciences

- Health and Environmental Sciences: fhes.administration@aut.ac.nz
- Public Health and Interdisciplinary Studies: sihs.administration@aut.ac.nz
- Sport and Recreation: sportstudent@aut.ac.nz
- Science: science.admin.team@aut.ac.nz

### Māori & Indigenous Development

- Te Ara Poutama: csoc.general@aut.ac.nz